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The present aissertation deals with the evolution of 

land-tenure system in the Duars region of North Bengal. Among 

several altexnatives suggested by his research guic,e, the author's 

inteJ:c~u;Jt ip this particular field wa.s prfmarily due to his coming 

of a small pe~sant family which live in a village in the region of 

study. Having a first hand kriowl~dge of the rural areas of-this 

region the author has ih rrind the irresistable fascination of 

holcing land by a farmer whatever srr:all it might be;. An evolutionary 

study of the land--tenure system of this region, therefore, roused 

the interest of.the author. Possession of a plot of agricultural 

land oa~ries with it high psychological and social value. It helps 

to raise the ·status of the weaker sections of society and give 

them a sense of belonging to the hub of social life. In fact uland 

is not only the most in-.portant economic asset in an agricultural 

economy, it is an essential resource because without land there 

can be no state, no habitation and no ground-work for carrying on 

human activities. Land is a rr.other resource giving rise to various 

other ·things of economic value. Even in urban societies. it is 

regarded as the most valuable resource from the economic point of 

view•• (W~dhw~, D. c., "Guaranteeing Title to_ Land : A Preliminary 

_Studyu in §conorr:ic ~d .Pc-liticaL~eeklz:f Vol. XXIV, No. 41, October 
-

14, 1989, p. 2323). It n.ay be worthwhile to note here the dictum of 



(II) 

a Nigerian chief about land : 11 I conceive that land belongs to a 

vast family of which many are dead, few are living, and countless 

members are still unborn 11 {Cited in Meek, C.K., Land Law and Custom 

in the Colonies, Oxford University Press, 1946, page opposite to 

the title page) • 

Obviously, the study of the evolution of land-tenure system 

assumes a special significance as land is one of the most important 

sources of production which has an important bearing on the li12'es 

of cultivators. The mode and quantum of holding land determines the 

economic, political and social status of a cultivator. Any move by 

the Government to change the eXisting land relations MOUld therefore 

be reacted upon and change the status of the tenants. It is therefore 
, I 

important to see in ~,.;hat circumstances and in what manner the 

Government initiate the changes and how tenants are affected by 

these changes~ 

lt was the inspiration of·his research guice which provided 1 

the author further impetus to undertake the study. From a preliminary 

surveY of literature it appeared that only some fragmented studies 

have been made on the topic having distinct.historical and sociolo-

gical leanings. But these studies did not focus the economic 

significance and implications of the changes in land-tenure system 

as evolved in different periods of history. In the present study 

an attempt has, therefore, been made to examine the economic importance 

of these changes. 



(III) 

It should be mentioned here that the author, while quoting 

from the- relevant authorities, has retaimed the old spellings. of 
I , 

some words as they have been founa to be used in the original text. 

However, for his own text, he has used the usual spellings as are 

used in current publications. 

'l.'Wo •wend1ees have J;Jeen added •t the _end of- the pre,sent 

di$sert.at:ionli Appendix to Chapter III narrates the history of 

annexation of the western ouars region to the British India, a 

not6 o.n the lana laws of the western Duars, evolution of different 

forms of j~~! ana leases and U014enta of different classes of 

tenures, and appendix to Chap~r VIII gives a p~file of the 

_ village• that were investigated for studying the impact of land 

~form j:l.t'09rammes of the Government of west Bengal in recent period. 
i' 

Four maps have been inserted,. one at the beginning of this 

dissertation and the other three in Chapters II, III ana VIII · 

showing t"e$pectively the district of J&lpaiguri and western DU,ars 
i 

~9ion in the State of west BengalJ western and Eastern Duars based 

on Rennel•s Sengal Atlas,. Perrberton•s Maps and Survey of India Map; 

Western Duar$ region in the district of Jalpaiguri featuring police 

stations, transport and communications network and main ri,vers; 

ano Western Dufilrs tegion. snowing the location of the six villages 

investigated. A glossary of tertn' has also been appended at the 

end of the thesis. 
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